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File systems use	names to	store	and	retrieve	resources

Resource

Name
Additionally,
• File	squatting
• Symbolic	link	traversal
• Time-of-check	to	time-of-use	(TOCTTOU)
• Confused	deputy

Bad/Unexpected name ⟷ resource mapping:
• Data	loss	and/or	corruption
• Leak	confidential	data



Alias

Symlink Hardlink Bind	mount Temporal

Squat TOCTTOU Confused
Deputy

Collision

Case Encoding

Name confusion is	the	result	of
unexpected name	⟷	resource	mapping

This	work

Focus	of	past	research

from	program’s	perspective



Name collision results	in	the	unexpected reuse	of	
existing	resources

Multi-lingual case insensitivity:
• floß,	FLOSS and	floss	are	identical
• Kid	vs.	Kid (kelvin)

foo
FOO

Case
Sensitive

?

Case
Insensitive

copy/move

① foo

② FOO

③ foowith	data	of	FOO
④ FOOwith	data	of	foo
⑤ Error

Our results show that the 
popular copy utilities are 

not well-behaved 



Case Diversity is an actual concern

Additionally,
• JFS,	ZFS,	FAT,	NTFS,	ciopfs,	and	F2FS	
are	case-insensitive
• Patches	for	case-insensitive	tmpfs
•Windows	Subsystem	on	Linux	
(WSL)

Ext4	recently	added	per-directory	
case-insensitivity	(multi-lingual) Motivation:

• SAMBA
• NFS
•WINE
• Proton	games
• Android



Real-world Implications

Git	CVEs

• CVE-2021-21300
• CVE-2014-9390

Collision	between	symbolic	link	
and	directory	name

Result:	Link	traversal	leads	to	
arbitrary	script	execution

Collision	due	to	crafted	name

Result:	Add	.GIT/config	to	repo

Happens when git is exposed to case-insensitive filesystems



Improper case 
handling can lead to:
• Data	Loss/Corruption
• Symlink	traversal
• Hardlink	corruption
• Unauthorized	access
• Data	disclosure

•We	coin	the	term	name	collisions to	
describe	a	new	class	of	naming	
problems
•We	developed	an	automated	
method	to	test	copy	utilities	and	
identify	unsafe	responses	to	name	
collision.
•We	demonstrate	novel	exploits	for	
dpkg,	rsync and	httpd

Our Contributions



How to detect collisions?

Template

Flag	create-use	pairs	that	
use	of	case	inconsistently

open(“somefile”,	O_CREAT)

open(“SOMEFILE”,	...)

...

...

... Flag!

create

use

Syscall	Trace

mkdir(“A”,	…)
unlink(“A”)
symlink(“.git/hooks”,	“a”)

...

open(“A/post-checkout”,	O_CREAT)

create

use

Syscall	Trace
for	Git	CVE-2021-21300	

GIT CVE

Collision	eventually	leads	
to	code	execution

CREATE-USE pairs are a succinct yet powerful way of 
capturing collisions

if	inodes match



strace – system	calls	only
Auditd – system	calls	+	filesystem	context

time->Wed Jul  7 14:54:51 2021

type=PROCTITLE msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): proctitle=6370...

type=PATH msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): item=1 
name="/mercury/research/casefolding/tmp/ROOT" inode=667 dev=00:39 ...

type=PATH msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): item=0 name="/mercury/research/casefolding/tmp/" 
inode=642 dev=00:39 mode=040775 ...

type=CWD msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): cwd="/mercury/research/casefolding/name-
confusion"

type=SYSCALL msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): arch=c000003e syscall=133 success=yes exit=0 
a0=5638fffe3da0 a1=11c0 a2=0 a3=5638fffe1010 items=2 ppid=10395 pid=10396 auid=1000 uid=0 
gid=0 euid=0 suid=0 fsuid=0 egid=0 sgid=0 fsgid=0 tty=pts7 ses=7962 comm="cp" 
exe="/bin/cp" key="icase"

Single	event	in	Auditd

To	identify	CREATE-USE pairs,	we	need	to	capture	
system-level	behavior



Structure of Auditd Logs

Record	Type
/path/name
inode &	dev
Syscall
Executable

We	need	to	extract	
meaningfully	
context	from	this!

• time->Wed Jul  7 14:54:51 2021
• type=PROCTITLE msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): 
proctitle=6370...

• type=PATH msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): item=1 
name="/mercury/research/casefolding/tmp/ROOT" 
inode=667 dev=00:39 ...

• type=PATH msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): item=0 
name="/mercury/research/casefolding/tmp/" 
inode=642 dev=00:39 mode=040775 ...

• type=CWD msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): 
cwd="/mercury/research/casefolding/name-confusion"

• type=SYSCALL msg=audit(1625684091.351:709): 
arch=c000003e syscall=133 success=yes exit=0 
a0=5638fffe3da0 a1=11c0 a2=0 a3=5638fffe1010 
items=2 ppid=10395 pid=10396 auid=1000 uid=0 gid=0 
euid=0 suid=0 fsuid=0 egid=0 sgid=0 fsgid=0 
tty=pts7 ses=7962 comm="cp" exe="/bin/cp" 
key="icase"

Single	event	
in	auditctl



esting behaviors when used as target resources. For symbolic
links, the unsafe effect is to follow the link to another file
system resources, which only happens with the symbolic link
as the target resource. For pipes and devices, the unsafe effect
is to send the source resource’s content to the pipe or device,
which also is only possible if these are target resources.

As a result, the automated test generation produces test
cases consisting of source and target resources of all combina-
tions of potentially unsafe resource types and places these test
cases at depth one and/or two of the file system hierarchy. For
rsync, we specifically found an issue caused by a collision
at depth two, but not at depth one (see §7.2).

5.2 Detecting Collision Effects

The key idea is to record the file system operations sufficiently
to detect that an unsafe name collision has occurred. Since we
design the test cases to create a name collision on a relocation
operation, we want to detect when such an operation is a
successful collision. Then, we need to determine the impact
of the operation to classify the effect according to one of the
ten effect options defined in §6.1.

We monitor file system operations using auditd to detect
successful collisions. An example of a log indicating a colli-
sion is shown in Figure 4. In this example, a create operation
creates a target resource named “root” using openat com-
mand, but a later use operation to the same resource (i.e.,
same device-inode pair, see below) is associated with a name
“ROOT”, which differs from the name used when the resource
was created. Note that although the target resource was cre-
ated on a case-insensitive file system, multiple names may be
used that are resolved to the same name.

We say that a collision is successful when we detect a
use of a target resource with a different name than that used
to create the target resource. To detect such collisions, we
first identify the file system operations that create a target
resource, recording its combination of device3 and inode
identifiers, which form a unique resource identifier and its
pathname. In Figure 4, the name component “root” will be
important to detecting the collision. We then capture all the
file system operations that use the target resource. In Figure 4,
the pathname of the use operation differs between “root” and
“ROOT”, indicating a name collision.

3On Unix-like systems, each device is assigned a major and minor number.
auditd reports these numbers (in hexadecimal) as XX:YY, where XX is the
minor number and YY is the major number. Each file system mount point
can be uniquely identified using these numbers.

We also record a positive when a use operation deletes and
replaces a resource from a prior create operation, as some
collisions may cause the target resource to be deleted and
the source resource to replace it. We validate that there is a
create operation for the colliding destination name to verify
the cause of the deletion is a collision.

To detect the effect of a name collision, we examine the
resulting resource that now maps to the target name. We
compare the source resource and target resource content and
metadata to the resultant resource to determine whose content
and/or metadata (i.e., source, target, or neither) the resource
has. For tests on directories and hardlinks, we examine the
directories and the resultant directory entries.

6 Name Collisions on Linux Copy Utilities

In this section, we examine how common Linux utilities
that applications use to copy files from one part of the file
system to another react when the copy operation causes a
name collision in a case-insensitive directory. We note that
the impact on move operations is similar because in most
cases it simply performs a copy first and then deletes the
source. However, when both the source and target are on
the same file system, the underlying file system may directly
relocate the contents of the source. This can result in unusual
consequences on file systems that support per-directory case-
[in]sensitivity. E.g., on ext4, moving a case-sensitive directory
into a case-insensitive directory will preserve case-sensitive
characteristics of the moved (or source) directory. However,
when copying, the directories are newly created and these
directories inherit the case-[in]sensitive characteristic from
the parent directory. If the copy does not preserve attributes
on directories, then all new directories will be case-insensitive
under this scenario. Even though move works differently in
certain cases, the collisions that may result from move have
the same effect as that of copy. Hence, we only assess Linux
utilities that perform copy operations below.

To quantify the ubiquity of these utilities, we survey their
use by packages on Debian 11.2.0. We retrieve all packages
from the Debian installation DVD and count the number of
times the copy utilities are used inside the packages’ scripts.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Note that the listed
uses of these utilities are lower bounds because we do not
parse executable binaries. Hence, we miss uses where the
utilities are invoked via system calls such as system(...),
execve(...), etc.

USE [msg=10960,‘cp’.openat] 00:39|2389| /mnt/folding/dst/ROOT  -
CREATE [msg=10957,‘cp’. openat] 00:39|2389| /mnt/folding/dst/root

device | inodeprogram

accessed pathsyscallauditd id
operation

Figure 4: Example violation reported by name collision testing.

Extracting	CREATE-USE pairs	from	Auditd	logs



selves. An alternative is proposed by the openat2 command
instead controls how files may be opened, such as requiring all
file components accessed to be descendants of the directory
from which the operation originates. However, openat2 can-
not prevent name confusions for some cases (e.g., using links
across file systems). openat and openat2 reduce the attack
surface of squat and alias attacks, but do not eliminate them
entirely, and depend on the programmer’s additional actions
to configure these commands and to check for TOCTTOU
attacks.

At present, the above commands make no effort to help
programmers address name collisions. As a result, utilities
to perform copy and move operations and applications that
may utilize file systems with multiple or mixed (e.g., ext4
and F2FS) case sensitivities or encodings may not detect
and resolve name collisions correctly. We will examine the
possible defenses for name collisions in §8.

4 Overview

In this paper, we aim to explore the impact that name colli-
sions may have on file system security. To do this, we propose
to examine three research questions.

RQ1: How do applications invoke utilities that may allow
unsafe name collisions? In §6, we examine Linux packages
to determine the most common options that applications em-
ploy for the utilities used to perform copies. We examine how
frequently application packages use utilities in copy opera-
tions by scanning their scripts for such operations, as shown
in Table 1.

RQ2: When do the utilities for performing copy opera-
tions allow unsafe name collisions? Recall that §3.1 defines
the conditions under which an unsafe name collision may
occur. This research question asks whether the utilities that
applications may use to perform copy operations (e.g., cp
and tar) prevent unsafe effects when a name collisions occur.
For these utilities and the common options found in RQ1, we
examine a variety of name collision scenarios to determine
whether the utilities allow name collisions and their unsafe
effects to occur as shown in Table 2a.

RQ3: What correctness and security problems are caused
by name collisions? In §7, we examine three case studies
where we show how name collisions cause programs to be-
have incorrectly. In particular, we show concretely how ap-
plications can be vulnerable to name collisions when target
resources are deployed on case-insensitive or case-preserving
file systems.

Impacts: A preview of our result is that: (1) many appli-
cations rely on these utilities to copy file system resources
and repositories/archives; (2) the utilities used to copy file
system resources and repositories/archives often allow unsafe
name collisions, although the specific responses vary in ad
hoc ways; and (3) applications currently lack defenses against
name collisions, which can lead to incorrect operation and
exploitable vulnerabilities.

5 Testing for Name Collisions

This section details an automated tool for testing the responses
of common Linux utilities used for relocation operations to
name collisions. As described in §3.1, a name collision is
caused by creating a source name that will be converted to a
destination name by the relocation operation that is equal to
a target name in the target directory of the operation. Thus,
our aim is develop a method to automate the generation of
source resources with names that will lead to name collisions
when relocated to case-insensitive targets and identify when
operations allow the name collision to occur, detecting the
effects of those operations.

5.1 Test Case Generation

The individual test cases are generated to test file system
resources of various types, including regular files, directories,
symbolic links (to files and directories), hard links, pipes, and
devices. In addition, we have found that creating collisions
in non-trivial directory structures may also lead to incorrect
behaviors. Figure 3 shows an example test case where the
directories as well as their contents result in a collision when
transferred to a case-insensitive file system. As a result, we
aim to generate test cases that result in name collisions at
different depths of the directory being copied, as evidenced
by the collision between directory names at depth 2 (i.e., "dir"
and "DIR") and the impact on colliding resources of different
types (i.e., a regular file "foo" and a pipe "foo").

INPUT

src/
dir/

foo*
DIR/

foo|

COPY EFFECT

target/
dir/

foo*|

Figure 3: An example of squashing case-sensitive directory
names and file names of two different types. Here, ‘*’ means
a regular file and ‘|’ means file type is a named pipe.

Since we are testing the behavior of various utilities that
perform relocation operations, we can control the source and
target names in creating test cases. As a result, the choice
of names is trivial. We create source directories that contain
both the target resource (i.e., a resource copied first from the
source to the target) and the source resource (i.e., a resource
copied later by the utility to collide with the target resource
(i.e., now in the target directory). This is similar to the way
name collisions would occur when copying an archive or
repository that causes a collision, as the git vulnerability.
Since different utilities may process resources in different
orders, we generate test cases with both orderings of resources
that may cause collisions.

The only decisions then are what are the resource types of
the source and target resources and where to place them in the
source directory hierarchy to cause the desired collision to be
created. Symbolic links, pipes, and devices only create inter-

Test Suite to	drive	utilities

Case-sensitive 
filesystem

Case-insensitive 
filesystem

Generate	all	
combinations	of	
collisions
to	test	various	
copying	utilities:	
- cp
- tar
- zip
- rsync
- Dropbox

Here,	* is	a	regular	file	and	| is	a	named	pipe



to the contents of the original src/dir/.

6.2.3 Stale names

Whenever utilities resort to overwriting (+), we end up with
stale file/directory names. For example, consider a name col-
lision between a target resource foo (file content: ‘bar’) and a
source resource FOO (file content: ‘BAR’). After copying with
rsync or cp*, we will end up with file foo whose contents
are ‘BAR’.

The problem with such name collisions is that to the end
user (or other programs), it will appear that foo was success-
fully copied while in reality FOO was copied. Just using the
filename is not enough to discern which files were success-
fully copied. This is especially true for case-preserving file
systems where the user has the expectation of the filenames
being preserved. Hence, it is not unreasonable for the user to
expect foo should contain bar.

6.2.4 Symbolic link traversal at target

Name collisions between symlink (to file) and a regular file
results in cp* following the symlink (T ) and overwriting (+)
its target’s contents with that of the regular source file. With
regards to Table 2a, if the target resource is a symbolic link
and the source resource is a file, then cp* ends up following
the symlink and writing data to the resource referenced by the
symlink.

src/
dat...(to /foo)
DAT....= pawn

/foo........= bar

— cp* ! target/
dat...(to /foo)

/foo......= pawn

Figure 6: Following symlink

Figure 6 illustrates this case with an example. src/dat is a
symbolic link to /foo and /foo contains ‘bar’. Mallory (our
adversary) does not have write access to /foo but does have
access to src/. She creates src/DAT which contains ‘pawn’.

Then the administrator starts the copy using: cp -a
src/* target/. At this point, cp first creates the symlink
target/dat. Then it overwrites (+) this symlink with the
contents of src/DAT, effectively updating the file /foo. After
the copy has completed, /foo contains ‘pawn’.

cp* has no command-line options to prevent traversal of
symbolic links at the target. Only link traversal at the source
can be turned off via command-line flags.

6.2.5 The case of hardlink – hardlink name collisions

During a copy when hardlinks (whose targets are different)
collide, it can corrupt (C) other non-colliding files and create
spurious hardlinks. Table 2a shows that this behavior is ex-
hibited by tar, cp*, and rsync. An interesting observation
is that, regardless of whether the utility’s behavior is Delete
& Recreate (⇥) or Overwrite (+), this problem affects both.

To understand this scenario, consider Figure 7 that uses
rsync to perform the copy. The same color coding represents
files that are hard-linked to each other. So src/hfoo and

src/
hfoo....=foo
zzz.....=foo
hbar....=bar
ZZZ ..... =bar

— rsync ! target/
hfoo....=bar
zzz ..... =bar
hbar....=bar

Figure 7: hardlink – hardlink name collision

src/zzz are hard-linked, representing the same file. These
files contain ‘foo’. Similarly, src/hbar and src/ZZZ are
hard-linked and they contain ‘bar’.

After copying using rsync, target/ contains three files
that are all hard-linked to each other. Unlike the src/ di-
rectory, target/hfoo, target/hbar, target/zzz are all
hardlinks of each other and they contain ‘bar’.

Additionally, note that although the name collision hap-
pened between zzz and ZZZ, the contents of hfoo were re-
placed. Even tar, which deletes the old file and recreates it,
exhibits this behavior.

The following order of operations undertaken by rsync
result in this behavior.

1. Copy src/hbar to target/hbar. Now target/hbar
contains ‘bar’.

2. Copy src/zzz to target/zzz. Now target/zzz con-
tains ‘foo’.

3. In target/, hardlink ZZZ to hbar. Due to name colli-
sion, this effectively changes zzz to be hard-linked to
hbar. Now target/zzz contains ‘bar’.

4. In target/, hardlink hfoo to zzz. Now target/foo
contains ‘bar’. Additionally, all three files inside
target/ are hard-linked to each other.

The above copy is semantically different from the src/.
Specifically, name collision results in distinct sets of files
getting hard-linked with each other at the target/.

7 Case Studies

In this section, we examine case studies where name colli-
sions cause unsafe behaviors, some of which are exploitable.

7.1 dpkg Package Manager

dpkg is the package manager on Debian OS and its derivatives
such as Ubuntu. dpkg packages are compressed tarballs with
extension .deb. When dpkg processes a package, it tracks
all files it creates during package installations in a database.
Before installing a new package, dpkg leverages this database
to ensure that any files of previously installed packages will
not by overwritten by this new package thereby preventing
potentially malformed packages from corrupting the system.

On the other hand, we have observed that dpkg will allow
a package installation to replace any file whose name is not in
its database, even privileged user files. Thus, as long as a file
in a package has a filename that does not match the filename
of another package’s file, dpkg will install the file, silently
replacing any existing file.

Results

Merging Directories

• Silent	data	loss
• Incorrect	metadata	can	
lead	to	security	concerns

• tar,	zip,	cp and	rsync
are	impacted

Overwrite existing files

• Copy	dat
• Overwrite	datwith	contents	of	DAT
leading	to	symlink traversal

Problem: Breaks	outside	the	target/

Table 2: Name Collision Responses for Popular Linux Utilities

Name Collision between
Target Type Source Type tar zip cp cp* rsync Dropbox

file file ⇥ A E + 6= +6= R
symlink (to file) file ⇥ A E +T + 6= R
pipe/device file ⇥ � E + + �
hardlink file ⇥ � E + 6= +6= �
hardlink hardlink C⇥ � E C⇥ C+ 6= �

directory directory + 6= +6= E + 6= +6= R
symlink (to directory) directory + • E E +T R

(a) This table shows results of copying files/directories from a case-sensitive to a case-insensitive
file system. cp* refers to cp being used with shell completion. For e.g., ‘cp * /target’ which
copies all items from the current directory to /target directory.

Utility Version Flags

tar 1.30 -cf/-x
zip 3.0 -r -symlinks
cp 8.30 -a
rsync 3.1.3 -aH

(b) This table lists the version of util-
ities and command-line flags used for
the experiments. For tar, -cf was
used to create the archive and -x to
expand the archive.

⇥ Delete existing file and create new file
+ Overwrite existing file. For directories,

merge their contents.
6= Mismatch between content and metadata

A Ask user to resolve the collision
T Follow (or traverse) symlink
C Corrupts non-colliding files
E Deny operation and report error

• Program crashes, or hangs
� Ignore unsupported file type (for hardlinks

create regular file instead)
R Rename colliding file/directory

places src/* with each individual entry present inside src
sans the trailing /. When testing the cp method, we change
the command to ‘cp src/ /target’.

Dropbox Strictly speaking, Dropbox [11] is not a copy
utility but a popular file synchronization utility. It is intended
to replicate entire directories across multiple machines and
file systems.

We mention Dropbox to highlight its distinct response to
handling potential name collisions. Even when the underly-
ing file system is case-sensitive, Dropbox treats it as case-
insensitive. It proactively renames the files and directories
to avoid name collisions that could occur if they were trans-
ferred to a case-insensitive file system. Note, however, that
its renaming strategy is not even uniform across platforms:
For example, the Dropbox application appends “(Case Con-
flicts)”, “(Case Conflicts 1)”, etc. to the file/directory names
in case of a potential collision, whereas, when using their
web-based interface, they append “(1)”, “(2)”, etc. instead.

6.2 Unsafe Responses to Name Collisions

Several responses shown in Table 2a demonstrate that utilities
often allow unsafe responses to name collisions. In this sec-
tion, we examine some of the more concerning responses to
show how utilities delegate responsibility for security against
name collisions to the applications that invoke them. For the
examples in upcoming sections, src/ and target/ are on
case-sensitive and case-insensitive file systems respectively.

6.2.1 Silent data loss with tar, cp* & rsync
Name collisions involving files generally result in silent data
loss. From Table 2a, we can see that tar deletes and recreates
(⇥) files when collisions occur. Hence, when there is a name
collision between foo and FOO, only one of these files will
remain in the target directory. The other file is permanently
lost without any notification.

Similar to tar, cp* and rsync also lose files silently. How-
ever, their behavior of overwriting (+) files results in other
problems that are discussed later in this section.

Unlike tar, zip and cp will ask a user for next steps (A)
or report an error (E) respectively. Hence, they are not prone
to silently losing files.

6.2.2 Merge directories with tar, zip, rsync & cp*
Name collisions involving two directories results in their
contents (files, directories, etc. inside the directory) being
merged. All of tar, zip, rsync, and cp* will silently
merge directory contents without notifying the user. Figure 5
highlights this issue using a directory listing.

src/
dir/

subdir/
file1
file2

DIR/
file2

— copy ! target/
dir/

subdir/
file1
file2

Figure 5: Impact of merging directories

In this example in Figure 5, the data of file file2 is over-
written by the content written last in the copy operation. For
example, if src/DIR’s contents are written last, then its con-
tent for file2 is preserved and src/dir’s is lost.

Furthermore, when the colliding directories have different
UNIX permissions, a collision results in metadata mismatch
( 6=). With respect to Table 2a, the UNIX permissions of the
target resource are overwritten with permissions of the source
resource.

In Figure 5, consider src/dir/ with perms=700 and an
adversary who creates src/DIR/ with perms=777. After a
copy (using any of the above utilities), target/dir/ will
have perms=777 effectively giving the adversary permission

700 755

755



Symbolic Link to	a	folder	outside	the	target
Directory containing	a	file

Symbolic Linkwas	followed,	and	
confidential filewas	created	outside	dst/

Vulnerability
Parent directories 

collide! Link Traversal

However, regardless of the underlying file system, the
above database is matched in a case-sensitive manner. This
allows new packages to replace files of previously installed
packages via name collisions effectively circumventing the
safeguards in dpkg.

In addition, and perhaps even more seriously, dpkg may
allow an adversary to replace a package’s customized con-
fig file with the default, reverting important changes. deb
packages can mark certain files as configuration (or config)
files. During package upgrades, if dpkg spots modifications
to these config files then it prompts the user to review the
changes.

However, the config files are also matched in a case-
sensitive manner. Under name collisions, dpkg will just re-
place the original package’s config file with the config file
of the new package. For services, such as sshd, httpd, etc.,
config files are critical to their security, so such overwrites
can potentially make the system vulnerable..
Reporting We have reported these issues to the maintainers
of dpkg. The maintainers of dpkg have since updated their
package documentation [10] to warn end user communities
not to use dpkg where targets may be case-insensitive (i.e.
specific directories, or entire file systems).

During our discussions, we analyzed 74,688 packages and
found 12,237 filenames from those packages would collide
if a case-insensitive file system were used, breaking multi-
ple packages that contain these files. The name collision
problem is fundamentally entrenched into the way dpkg is im-
plemented because it reasons about names without involving
the underlying file system(s).

7.2 Rsync

rsync demonstrates vulnerable behavior when processing
name collisions involving directories. During copy, the de-
fault behavior of rsync is to simply recreate the symbolic
links present at source. However, when colliding directo-
ries contain sub-directories and symbolic links with the same
name, the collision causes rsync to suffer from link traver-
sal4.

Consider the source directory listed in Figure 8. Here, the
directories topdir/ and TOPDIR/ only differ in case. So
when copying to a case-insensitive file system, rsync will
encounter a name collision.

src/
topdir/

secret/...........................symlink to /tmp
TOPDIR/

secret/
confidential ...................... regular file

Figure 8: Case-sensitive source that rsync is copying

4In this case, the name collision makes the alias exploitable, again com-
bining name confusions.

We use the following command to perform the copy:

rsync -a src/ dst/
where,
-a recursively copy directories, preserve symlinks,

timestamps, and discretionary access control per-
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shown in Figure 9. Note that the file named confidential
ends up in /tmp.
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rsync has created the /tmp/confidential file by follow-
ing the symbolic link dst/TOPDIR/secret.

Below, we describe how this situation can be exploited.
Consider an adversary who wants to access a confidential
file in TOPDIR/ to which she lacks any access. However,
she knows that TOPDIR/ is processed by a backup operation
using rsync. If she can create a sibling directory topdir/, to
which she will have read-write access, she can direct rsync
to write the confidential file (inside TOPDIR/) to any directory
of her choosing by creating a symbolic link inside topdir/
to that directory.

Reporting We reported this issue to the rsync maintainers,
and they told us that user’s should not use rsync with non-
case honoring file systems. However, we have concerns about
the user community following such a recommendation in this
case, since rsync is often used by individuals.

In the course of these discussions, we learned the cause
of the incorrect behavior. rsync assumes a one-to-one map-
ping of directories between source and target file systems.
When a name collision results in two source directories be-
ing mapped to a single directory in the target, rsync can be
tricked into incorrectly predicting the target file type. In the
presented scenario, a symbolic link src/topdir/secret (to
a directory) is incorrectly inferred to be a regular directory
src/TOPDIR/secret.
rsync uses the O_NOFOLLOW flag with open() to prevent

link traversal and uses openat()/openat2() to contain link
traversals within a directory hierarchy, but this strategy fails
when the symbolic link is treated as a directory.

7.3 Apache httpd

Security of certain applications relies on the security param-
eters of the underlying file system. One such application is
Apache’s httpd. It allows access to the underlying file sys-
tem via the HTTP protocol, relying on the UNIX Discretionary
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Program-only defenses are	unreliable	because	the	underlying	
case	folding	rules	are	unknown.

System-only defensewill	suffer	from	false	positives	without	
any	programmer	intent.

A	sound	defense	strategy	will	potentially	involve	creating	
system	call	APIs	that	allow	programmers	to	convey	intent.

Defense Strategies



•Flags	for	openat2()
• O_CREAT:	Create	file	if	it	does	not	exist
• O_NOFOLLOW:	Do	not	follow	symbolic	links	at	target
• O_EXCLNAME	:	Fail	open	if	the	filename’s	case	differs

•Add	system	call	to	retrieve	the	canonicalized	name
•Add	system	call	to	query	the	file	system	about	equality	
of	strings

Defense Strategies



Thanks!

Summary
• Name	collisions	are	becoming	prevalent	but	are	under-studied.
• We	developed	an	automated	method	to	test	for	collision.
• Our	testing	revealed	different	types	of	unsafe	responses	to	collisions.
• We	demonstrate	novel	exploits	using	name	collisions.

Reach me at aditya.basu@psu.edu
Artifacts: https://github.com/mitthu/name-confusion
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